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THE THREE R'S OF MODERN SIGNALLING 
EDUCATION – REMOVE, RECYCLE & REPEAT 
Cameron Fraser, AMIRSE,  Thales Canada Transportation Solutions 

SUMMARY 

Railway related technology advancements have too often been shackled by financial, bureaucratic and risk-
averse restraints. Now confronted with the potential challenges from the latest signalling solutions, the rail 
industry is finding more and more ways to make the most of what it already knows and loves – conventional 
based signalling.  

It’s no surprise that when faced with the consequences of shifting from tried and tested solutions, dramatic 
improvements can be found in existing products and practices. Look at the many examples in other industries, 
where rapid innovation in yester-year’s technologies brings commercial gain by squeezing existing products to 
the very last drop.  

This commentary does not present a case for doing things harder, faster & longer – it proposes options which 
bring economies through “smarter” solutions. The paper investigates three such “smart” methods to bring about 
interlocking renewals in the future – the three R’s of modern signalling education: Remove, Recycle and Repeat. 

Glossary :  
CBTC  : Communication Based Train Control 

CENELEC  : European Committee for Standardization 

AREMA  : American Railway and Maintenance of Way Association 

CAD  : Computer Aided Design 

ETCS  : European Train Control System 

UPS  : Uninterruptible Power Supply 

I/O  : Inputs / Outputs 

OOP  : Object Orientated Programming 
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What of the “3 R’s”? 

For the uninitiated, the original phrase – “three R’s” – was first coined, for the modern era anyway, in 1825. Sir 
William Curtis, by way of an address to an education dinner no less, introduced the expression which refers to 
the fundamental building basic skills-orientated education program within schools – reading, writing and 
arithmetic.  

This old mantra was paraphrased most recently by the environmentalist movement into the translation “Reduce, 
Reuse & Recycle”. Now with the slightest plagiarism – by this frugal Scotsman – into “Remove, Recycle & 
Repeat” in the context of Railway Signalling. 

Rather ironically, the phrase is often used to castigate an apparent shoddy contemporary education system. 
Referring to what some might opine as an illiterate form of alliteration, however not in this paper. A little tongue in 
cheek perhaps, but surely there is something worthy of educating my learned peers in the realm of signalling 
conservation, or thrift engineering. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Contemporary technology advancements bring about a revolution, perhaps not witnessed since the original 
industrial revolution. Of course, in those days it all started with a rocket, Stephenson’s rocket no less. At the 
Rainhill trial run it outstripped seven contemporary prototypes, into first place. In the intervening years technology 
blossomed – this was after all a revolution – speeds improved, traffic density increased and passenger numbers 
exploded.  

 

Figure 1 – Stephenson’s Rocket on the day of Rainhill Trials 

 

It is customary for railway institutions to set long term strategies – in excess of 20 or 30 years into the future – 
which have far reaching consequences for train control methods. And while industry solutions are not firmly 
defined, quite clearly the underlying trend is inclined towards onboard technologies.  

Contrastingly however, with high expectation of return on investment, many rail corridors will languish from 
under-investment until cost effective solutions become available. In light of emerging control solutions and 
constant economic challenge, it’s no surprise that rapid innovation in existing technologies is driving dramatic 
cost improvements. Both the computing and cell phone industries have run this way for many years.  

1.1 …and the benefit of all this technology? 

For the majority of us, necessary advancements from tried and trusted electro-mechanical solutions to modern 
functional equivalents of today (and tomorrow) are well understood. Let’s, for the sake of completeness, briefly 
reinforce a number of those well worn acclaimed benefits: 

 

Improved Availability – 
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Redundant architectures provide inherent redundancy through switchover to duplicate systems 
– both processor and input/output modules. Luminaries pioneered 2 out of 3 (Triple Modular 
Redundancy) processor redundancy in the 1960’s. State of the art architectures are capable of 
providing full redundancy, computing node recovery and even active-active outputs, i.e. no 
switchover 

Enhanced Maintainability – 

The provision of extensive logging and diagnostics facilities comes as standard across most 
contemporary products. Furthermore, the most modern solutions provide predictive diagnostics 
to target behaviour trends, eliminating potential failures. 

Increased Communications Capabilities  – 

This is particularly related to network communications to allow simpler and higher performance 
of relational data streaming around the signalling and train control system.  

Reduced Equipment Footprint – 

With computers replacing relays, spatial improvements are drastically obvious. Signalling 
systems, particularly those found underground, require space which comes at a premium.  

Power Loading Improvements – 

By design, the scale of relay interlockings is significant - up to tens of thousands of relays. 
Individually, the electrical load is insignificant, but when multiplied draws significant current. 
Besides that, poor power factor and phase imbalances can result in significant heat dissipation 
and overrated mains supply / UPS. 

 

Figure 2 – Typical Relay Room 
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1.2 …so is there a problem? 

Change is inevitable – but at what pace and expense? It is standard industry expectation for signalling 
infrastructure to have a life expectancy of 30 year or more, while in recent times we have certainly witnessed the 
repression of rail regulation and the yoke of standardization. As a result, the industry has become inhibited from 
embracing transformation and created an atmosphere toxic to stable investment in new systems and technology. 

Rapid development in communication and control related technologies is fundamental to expansion. However, 
given that historically railways have been slow to introduce innovation in the past, the significant challenge is 
whether emergent designs can be applied universally to our industry.  

Harvard School of Business professor, John Kotter, in his book Leading Change [1] states that the greatest 
hindrance to needed change in an organization is a lack of urgency. In a study of struggling organizations, he 
noted that entrenched complacency distorted mutual perceptions to the point of being unable to embrace the 
current reality – procrastinating in an age of rapid change is simply a way to ensure change never happens. The 
most important element for healthy change in any organization is urgency. 

There is an unquestionable thirst for electronic advancements, yet still reluctance to commit beyond current 
solutions. The shifting sands of this present reality allows consideration of what innovation can bring to existing 
product lines and practices. This revitalized urgency for change facilitates revival in today’s technology – 
rediscovering a competitive edge and a new lease of life.  

This paper primarily ask three questions of engineering prudence, to unearth smarter solutions – Is this 
necessary? Is this really throw away? Where have I seen this before? The ensuing responses gave birth to the 
three R’s of modern signalling education -Remove, Recycle and Repeat. 

1.2.1 “R” Number 1 – “REMOVE” 

With the exception of rail corridors in the process of adopting ETCS or CBTC architectures, Computer Based 
Interlocking technologies are the default choice for most railways. For decades internal relay circuits, in 
equipment rooms, have been exchanged in preference for vital processors. Yet, an isolation buffer remains, in 
the form of bulky and expensive gravity relays which shield precision electronics from the hostile railway 
environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 – Typical Relay Interface for Metro Home Signal 

This is entirely understandable when designs have to satisfy timely reactions and guarantee fail-safe principles – 
while respecting reliable operations. Current practice is still inclined towards interface relays as the only defence 
from the harsh trackside world. Based on the laws of physics, this perception is neither rational or necessary. 

Firm engineering doctrine underpins the use of a relay interface. It is supported with the best intentions as the 
precision industrialized interlocking, cocooned in its “clean room” environment, has many adversaries. These can 
be characterize by; the disabling affects of electro-magnetic coupling; the penetrating consequences of traction 
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current; the highly destructive energy of lightning induction and the debilitating influence on inputs/outputs when 
partial earths are present – all this on sensitive electronics equipment. 

 

Figure 4 – Typical Field Elements 

 

Gravity relays are used in vital circuits for a number of distinguishing inherent properties such as intrinsically 
safe, non-welding contacts, predictable and reliable behaviour, and isolation properties. Yet, what if other solid 
state components could provide equivalent or identical qualities as those of relays. What do railway standards 
say?  

For intrinsic safety designs, CENELEC defines all plausible hardware failure modes, however defines some 
failures as not credible and thus eliminates them from analysis. 

AREMA [2] is principally aligned with hardware, borne from a century of North American electro-mechanical 
railroad signalling practice. These AREMA guidelines clearly accredit  definitions for hardware components 
approved for Class 1 (or intrinsic safe) use: 

– Carbon film resistors and metallized film resistor…may increase in resistance but will not decrease in 
resistance 

– Wire wound resistors, MIL Type RWR-71, manufactured to Specification MIL-R-39007B, …will not vary 
in resistance more than ± 5%.  

– Four-terminal capacitors, properly installed, may be considered not to cause an unsafe or non-revealing 
failure when they fail open circuit. 

There are subtle nuances in the approaches of AREMA & CENELEC, nevertheless both permit and even identify 
hardware components applicable for fail-safe (or vital) circuitry. The design authority must embrace fail-safe 
principles, analyzing all functions to ensure failures maintain a state known to be safe. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 – Direct Drive Interface 
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Fail-safe implementation means that all credible failures are assessed to ensure that any occurrence (or 
combination of failures in the event that a first failure is not self-revealing) maintains the system in a safe state. 
This is a result of either forcing the system to a stop (or other safe state such as a less permissive aspect) or 
transferring control to a secondary system (e.g. redundant computer). Railways have the economic advantage of 
knowing that a stopped train is a safe state, though systems must be reliable enough to ensure failures don’t 
occur that often. 

Holistic hardware design must conform to fail safe ideology as well as closed loop principle, isolation 
requirements, board trace separation, appropriate equipment ratings, etc. Component choice then is critical as 
the design is subject to failure mode effect and criticality analysis (FMECA). Inherent low level software and 
firmware continuously exercises hardware by performing background tests to ensure it is failure free.  

Control solutions are springing up around the signalling world permitting direct interconnection between solid 
state components and external field equipment. Typically each supplier has a custom direct drive solution for 
their own brand of field elements. 

 

Figure 6 – Thales Switch Machine Direct Drive Boards  

 

Many unnecessary relays exist in most designs, consider how an interface rack might shrink or even be 
eliminated by introducing direct drive solutions. Direct outputs now manage LED and tungsten filament signals, 
AC & DC point machines, platform doors, and more while inputs detect indication circuits, remove the need for 
repeater relays and reliably manage line circuits kilometres long. 

A railway educated in the 3R’s of modern signalling, will look for every opportunity to remove superfluous gravity 
relays from the design.  

1.2.2 “R” Number 2 – “RECYCLE” 

To be fair, this is nothing new to railways as they have been in the recycling business for years, way beyond the 
modern day environmentalists. Many of our maintenance divisions would grind to a halt without a so called 
“squirrel store”. A place for hoarding signalling curios from every age in the expectation that someday it will find a 
use. Over the years, these bric-a-brac stockpiles have come to the rescue of many a maintenance catastrophe.  

Consider also the times when minor signalling renewals too have been in dire need of a legacy signalling item to 
fulfil a specific purpose. It would be an understatement to say that mechanical interlockings, or more accurately 
the lever locks, trays, tails, weights and pulleys, have been out of production for some time. This is a skill-set 
from a bygone era - so we salvage. 

In terms of recycling, the modern day signalling equivalent exists in the form of equipment life extension. 
Specifically this involves a partial component replacement while maintaining the current state of good repair and 
conserving operational integrity. This practice is common when individual healthy components are permitted to 
remain in service while other deteriorating assets are replaced.  
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A typical example might be if external signalling equipment were to become weather worn, which is validated 
perhaps by condition assessment and failure statistics. The lineside field elements would be replaced while 
allowing the interlocking to remain in service, or indeed this can happen in reverse with the interlocking being 
replaced with the lineside equipment – signals, tracks & switches – remaining operational. 

In the late 1990’s, early 2000’s, Network Rail (UK) undertook a program of signalling life extension projects 
consisting of a partial signalling replacement as a result of severe equipment deterioration. The project affected 
hundreds of relay rooms around the rail network and the equipment deterioration was due to phenomena which 
became known as “wire degradation”. 

 

Figure 7 – Wire Degradation [aviation example] 

 

A chemical reaction between the inner isoprene wire insulation and the outer rubber sheath caused a compound 
breakdown in the electric cabling itself. The result is the extremely hazardous exposure of wire conductors to 
each other, resulting in a near ten year program of relay interlocking life extensions (or recycling projects) – 
recycling of relay interlocking logic to be exact! 

Attempts to right the devastating consequences of wire degradation came in three forms - individual wire by wire 
replacement, replacement of internal geographical interlockings with interfaced SSI and on a few exceptional 
cases, wholesale SSI replacement. Decisions regarding which approach to take were principally based on 
severity of wiring condition, interlocking size, complexity and possession availability. 

Interfaced SSI was installed on only a handful of relay rooms – Carstairs & Haymarket were two of those – 
however there was no viable iSSI implementation business case, as costs were too prohibitive. One reasons for 
financial burden being excessive was as a result of translating the interlocking into code. Though data constructs 
are based on the same geographic formats it is an expensive and time consuming process, and moreover each 
interlocking contained way too many non-standard design nuances. 

In the days of wire degradation the principle methodology of life extension was to salvage relays – it was a case 
of replacing individual wires while recycling relays. However, what if the design itself could be recycled, this time 
into Boolean equivalent equations ?  

Boolean equations work on the basis of AND, NAND, OR & NOR statements, which is the very equivalent of 
relay circuitry. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) tools are commercially available to read textual diagrams 
and convert them directly into Ladder or Boolean logic.. The conversion of “off the shelf” proven design into 
application data can occur in a fraction of the time and cost.  
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Figure 8 – Text (& Character) Recognition of CAD Formats 

 

What’s more, the very basic characteristics of Boolean statements are the direct equivalent of algebraic 
equations. In actual fact, many of them are very simple mathematical statements which are easily understood by 
mathematical Proof Engines. Just imagine, being able to mathematically prove that  your logic is true and safe –  
Formal Proof Engines provide this functionality. Merging this pair, in marital harmony, is a powerful combination 
allowing realization of a logical proof of safety. 

Ten to fifteen years ago, relay rooms up and down the UK underwent midlife refurbishment, in the context of wire 
by wire replacement. By my estimation, relays in these equipment rooms date from around the mid-1970’s, and 
are now almost 40 years old. The conversion of signalling circuit design – both wiring and relays – into logic 
diagrams is another form of recycling.  

A railway educated in the 3R’s of modern signalling, will look for opportunities to  recycle design artefacts where 
possible and consider adopting fiscally prudent techniques – such as converting existing proven circuits to 
Boolean & Ladder Logic – to prompt the next mid-life relay room refurbishment program.  

1.2.3 “R” Number 3 – “REPEAT” 

Aristotle is quoted to have said “Excellence is an art won by training and habituation. We do not act rightly 
because we have virtue or excellence, but we rather have those because we have acted rightly. We are what we 
repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act but a habit.”  

To perform an explicit act with a high degree of execution and excellence is relatively simple, to consistently re-
perform that act attaining the same achievement is near impossible. To support this case, numerous studies 
have confirmed that repetition leads to inconsistency and error. Apparently Aristotle also concluded “It is easy to 
perform a good action, but not easy to acquire a settled habit of performing such actions.” 

How considerate then that computer science takes the monotony out of the systematically mundane – 
persistently performing a task to a consistent measurement. In computing science terminology, this is articulated 
in terms of persistency being the act of perseverance and consistency being the art of accuracy – a crucial 
combination. 

Within the railway signalling domain a raft of dutiful tasks are often repeatable, one good example being interface 
circuit designs. Signals, tracks, switches, emergency stop buttons, platform doors or trip stops, use identical 
building blocks replicated many times over.  
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Figure 9 – Typical Interface Circuit 

 

CAD packages already allow manual search and replace functionality to replicate the same design multiple 
times. The principle discriminator being to replace labels or tag identifiers which determine precise location and is 
applied to either an individual sheet or by group replacement. No universal search and replace mechanism exists 
to replace an interlocking, a relay room area or an entire line. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 – Interface Wiring Repetition 

 

To replace items on a macro scale, you have to think on a different, perhaps higher plane. Taking that global 
perspective and merging strategic processes, allows the application of a mass search and replace engine. It’s 
possible to achieve this in CAD formats and Thales has demonstrated this consistently and persistently for an 
entire geographic area. 

One other example of design replication might be argued in the application of automatic block signalling, where 
lineside signals affirm movement authority based on the automatic detection of advance block clearance. Could a 
remote solid state I/O unit achieve identical functionality at a fraction of the design cost? Were this to be 
achieved in a Boolean style engine too, the logic could be an exact recapitulation of the existing hardwired 
circuits. A vital standalone remote automatic block interlocking. 

The final example of replication would be in the form of self contained software code. Routines which are 
compartmentalized and modularized allow copying, assuming apposite context. The appropriate buzz phrase of 
the computing world is Object Orientated Programming (OOP).  
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Software geeks will be familiar with the OOP expression. It describes a programming paradigm which uses 
"objects" – data structures consisting of data fields and methods, together with any interactions – to design 
applications and computer programs.  

Simple, non-OOP programs may be one "long" list of statements (or commands). More complex programs will 
often group smaller sections of these statements into functions or subroutines each of which might perform a 
particular task. With designs of this sort, it is common for some of the program's data to be 'global', i.e. 
accessible from any part of the program. As programs grow in size, allowing any function to modify any piece of 
data means that bugs can have wide-reaching effects. 

In contrast, the object-oriented approach encourages the programmer to place data where it is not directly 
accessible by the rest of the program. Instead, the data is accessed by calling specially written functions, 
commonly called methods, which are either bundled in with the data or inherited from "class objects." These act 
as the intermediaries for retrieving or modifying the data they control. The programming construct that combines 
data with a set of methods for accessing and managing those data is called an object. The practice of using 
subroutines to examine or modify certain kinds of data, however, was also quite commonly used in non-OOP 
modular programming, well before the widespread use of object-oriented programming. [3] 

Computer programs become ever more complex with millions of lines of code underpinning vital interlocking 
solutions. Developers re-use code by adding new features to old code, in the hope that existing routines called 
up by it remain unaffected. Good Object Orientated Programming is bound by good design patterns and these 
patterns are the blueprints of quality object design. Among the benefits of OOP style coding is an increase in 
repeatability and maintainability of source code. 

A railway educated in the 3R’s of modern signalling, will identify repeat design tasks, finding opportunities to 
adopt innovative “cut and paste” or “search and replace” techniques which reduce manual effort.  

2 CONCLUSIONS 

Railways are experiencing exceptional period growth in both freight and passenger traffic, yet supporting 
innovative signalling solutions remain in their relative infancy. To some degree it can be argued that the 
technology is still under development and perhaps in some cases remains in definition phase.  

Railways have typically been reluctant to adopt novel techniques and technologies in signalling control, preferring 
to stick with tried and trusted traditional engineering solutions. In light of the industries mixed acceptance of 
CBTC and ETCS solutions, legacy interlocking technologies have become a haven for new ideas and improved 
techniques. Circumstances like these are revitalizing our approach to conventional signalling in many ways. 

Firstly we contemplate removing interface relays from our design, as they currently buffer the sanitized internal 
electronics from a hostile track-side environment. Existing technologies already control field equipment directly, 
managing this interface harmoniously. The only residual doubt asks why this is not the default standard.  

Secondly we considered the thrift potential in salvaging existing application logic when renewing interlockings on 
a “like for like” basis. In conventional signalling the rules are embedded in the physical control circuits, by 
converting these into a format usable in modern processor based solutions we eliminate design and reduce 
validation effort. This is one way of recycling application logic, between interlockings.  

Finally, while the design of interlockings requires significant customization, there can be considerable duplication 
effort too. Adopting an engineering paradigm shift can unearth ways and means to allow new techniques to 
capitalize on repetition. Hardware application and software programming are just two beneficiaries of this phase 
shift. 

By applying only a few incremental smart measures to existing design technologies and techniques for modern 
interlockings, fiscal prudence can be achieved. Consider for yourself – Is this necessary? Is this really throw 
away? Where have I seen this before? 
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